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Abstract

applications, from consumer electronics to personal and
enterprise computing. In particular, it is now economically viable to implement solid-state drives (SSDs) using
NAND flash memory, which is expected to fundamentally change the memory and storage hierarchy in future
computing systems. As the semiconductor industry is
aggressively pushing NAND flash memory technology
scaling and the use of multi-bit-per-cell storage scheme,
NAND flash memory increasingly relies on error correction codes (ECC) to ensure the data storage integrity. It
is well known that NAND flash memory cells gradually
wear out with the program/erase (PE) cycling [6], which
is reflected as gradually diminishing memory cell storage
noise margin (or increasing raw storage bit error rate). To
meet a specified PE cycling endurance limit, NAND flash
memory manufacturers must fabricate enough number
of redundant memory cells that can tolerate the worstcase raw storage reliability at the end of memory lifetime. Clearly, the memory cell wear-out dynamics tend
to make the existing worst-case oriented ECC redundancy largely under-utilized over the entire lifetime of
memory, especially at its early lifetime when PE cycling
number is relatively small.

This paper advocates a device-aware design strategy to
improve various NAND flash memory system performance metrics. It is well known that NAND flash
memory program/erase (PE) cycling gradually degrades
memory device raw storage reliability, and sufficiently
strong error correction codes (ECC) must be used to ensure the PE cycling endurance. Hence, memory manufacturers must fabricate enough number of redundant
memory cells geared to the worst-case device reliability
at the end of memory lifetime. Given the memory device wear-out dynamics, the existing worst-case oriented
ECC redundancy is largely under-utilized over the entire memory lifetime, which can be adaptively traded for
improving certain NAND flash memory system performance metrics. This paper explores such device-aware
adaptive system design space from two perspectives, including (1) how to improve memory program speed, and
(2) how to improve memory defect tolerance and hence
enable aggressive fabrication technology scaling. To enable quantitative evaluation, we for the first time develop
a NAND flash memory device model to capture the effects of PE cycling from the system level. We carry
out simulations using the DiskSim-based SSD simulator and a variety of traces, and the results demonstrate
up to 32% SSD average response time reduction. We
further demonstrate that the potential on achieving very
good defect tolerance, and finally show that these two
design approaches can be readily combined together to
noticeably improve SSD average response time even in
the presence of high memory defect rates.

1

Very intuitively, we may adaptively trade such underutilized ECC redundancy for improving certain NAND
flash memory system performance metrics throughout
the memory lifetime. This naturally leads to a PEcycling-aware adaptive NAND flash memory system design paradigm. Based upon extensive open literature on
flash memory devices, we first develop an approximate
NAND flash memory device model that quantitatively
captures the dynamic PE cycling effects, including random telegraph noise [15, 17] and interface trap recovery
and electron detrapping [26, 31, 45], and another major
noise source: cell-to-cell interference [25]. Such a device
model makes it possible to explores and quantitatively
evaluate possible adaptive system design strategies. In
particular, this paper explores the adaptive system design space from two perspectives: (1) Since NAND flash
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memory program speed also strongly affects the memory cell storage noise margin, we could trade the underutilized ECC redundancy to adaptively improve NAND
flash memory program speed; (2) We could also exploit
the under-utilized ECC redundancy to realize stronger
memory cell defect tolerance and hence enable more aggressive technology scaling. We elaborate on the underlying rationale and realizations of these two design approaches. In addition, for the latter one, we propose a
simple differential wear-leveling strategy in order to minimize its impact on effective PE cycling endurance.
For the purpose of evaluation, using the developed
NAND flash memory device model, we first obtain detailed quantitative memory cell characteristics under different PE cycling times and different program speed for
a hypothetical 2bit/cell NAND flash memory. Accordingly, with the sector size of 512B user data, we construct
a binary BCH code (4798, 4096, 54) with 1.1% coding
redundancy that can ensure the data storage integrity at
the PE cycling limit of 10K. Using representative workload traces and the SSD model [3] in DiskSim [8], we
carry out extensive simulations to evaluate the potential
of trading under-utilized ECC redundancy to improve
memory program speed while assuming the memory is
defect-free. The simulation results show that we could
reduce the SSD average response time by up to 32%. Assuming memory defects follow Poisson distributions, we
further show that the proposed differential wear-leveling
technique can very effectively improve the effectiveness
of allocating ECC redundancy for improving memory
defect tolerance. Finally, we study the combined effects
when we trade the under-utilized ECC redundancy to improve memory program speed and realize defect tolerance at the same time. DiskSim-based simulations show
that, even in the presence of high defect rates, we can still
achieve noticeable SSD average response time reduction.

2
2.1

allelism. It is well known that the threshold voltage of
erased memory cells tends to have a wide Gaussian-like
distribution [41]. Hence, we can approximately model
the threshold voltage distribution of erased state as
2

(x−µe )
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σe 2π

(1)

where µe and σe are the mean and standard deviation
of the erased state threshold voltage. Regarding memory program, a tight threshold voltage control is typically realized by using incremental step pulse program
(ISPP) [6, 39], i.e., all the memory cells on the same
word-line are recursively programmed using a programand-verify approach with a stair case program word-line
voltage Vpp . Let ∆Vpp denote the incremental program
step voltage. For the k-th programmed state with the ver(k)
ify voltage Vp , ideally ISPP program results in a uniform threshold voltage distribution:
(
(k)
(k)
1
, if Vp ≤ x ≤ Vp + ∆Vpp
(k)
. (2)
p p (x) = ∆Vpp
0,
else
Unfortunately, the above ideal memory cell threshold voltage distribution can be (significantly) distorted
in practice, mainly due to PE cycling and cell-to-cell interference, which will be discussed in the remainder of
this section.

2.2

Effects of PE Cycling

Flash memory PE cycling causes damage to the tunnel
oxide of floating gate transistors in the form of charge
trapping in the oxide and interface states [9, 30, 34],
which directly results in threshold voltage shift and fluctuation and hence gradually degrades memory device
noise margin. Major distortion sources include
1. Electrons capture and emission events at charge
trap sites near the interface developed over PE cycling directly result in memory cell threshold voltage fluctuation, which is referred to as random telegraph noise (RTN) [15, 17];

Background
Memory Erase and Program Basics

Each NAND flash memory cell is a floating gate transistor whose threshold voltage can be configured (or programmed) by injecting certain amount of charges into the
floating gate. Hence, data storage in NAND flash memory is realized by programming the threshold voltage
of each memory cell into two or more non-overlapping
voltage windows. Before one memory cell can be programmed, it must be erased (i.e., remove the charges
in the floating gate, which sets its threshold voltage to
the lowest voltage window). NAND flash memory uses
Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling to realize both erase
and program [7], because FN tunneling requires very
low current and hence enables high erase/program par-

2. Interface trap recovery and electron detrapping [26,
31,45] gradually reduce memory cell threshold voltage, leading to the data retention limitation.
Moreover, electrons trapped in the oxide over PE cycling make it difficult to erase the memory cells, leading
to a longer erase time, or equivalently, under the same
erase time, those trapped electrons make the threshold
voltage of the erased state increase [4, 21, 27, 42]. Most
commercial flash chips employ erase-and-verify operation to prevent the increase of erase state threshold voltage at the penalty of gradually longer erase time with PE
cycling.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the approximate NAND flash memory device model to incorporate major threshold voltage
distortion sources.
cell, and the coupling ratio γ (k) is defined as

RTN causes random fluctuation of memory cell
threshold voltage, where the fluctuation magnitude is
subject to exponential decay. Hence, we can model
the probability density function pr (x) of RTN-induced
threshold voltage fluctuation as a symmetric exponential
function [15]:
1 − λ|x|
e r.
(3)
pr (x) =
2λr

γ (k) =

Cell-to-Cell Interference

2.4

In NAND flash memory, the threshold voltage shift of
one floating gate transistor can influence the threshold voltage of its neighboring floating gate transistors
through parasitic capacitance-coupling effect [25]. This
is referred to as cell-to-cell interference, which has been
well recognized as the one of major noise sources in
NAND flash memory [24,29,36]. Threshold voltage shift
of a victim cell caused by cell-to-cell interference can be
estimated as [25]
(k)

F = ∑(∆Vt

· γ (k) ),

(5)

where C(k) is the parasitic capacitance between the interfering cell and the victim cell, and Ctotal is the total
capacitance of the victim cell. Cell-to-cell interference
significance is affected by NAND flash memory bit-line
structure. In current design practice, there are two different bit-line structures, including conventional even/odd
bit-line structure [35, 40] and emerging all-bit-line structure [10,28]. For write, all-bit-line structure writes all the
cells on the same wordline. In even/odd bit-line structure, memory cells on one word-line are alternatively
connected to even and odd bit-lines and they are programmed at different time. Therefore, an even cell is
mainly interfered by five neighboring cells and an odd
cell is interfered by only three neighboring cells. Therefore even cells and odd cells experience largely different amount of cell-to-cell interference. Cells in all-bitline structure suffers less cell-to-cell inference than even
cells in odd/even structure, and the all-bit-line structure
can most effectively support high-speed current sensing
to improve the memory read and verify speed. Therefore,
throughout the remainder of this paper, we mainly consider NAND flash memory with the all-bit-line structure.

Let N denote the PE cycling number, λr scales with N
in an approximate power-law fashion, i.e., λr is approximately proportional to N α , where α tends to be less than
1.
Interface trap recovery and electron detrapping processes approximately follow Poisson statistics [30],
hence threshold voltage reduction due to interface trap
recovery and electron detrapping can be approximately
modeled as a Gaussian distribution N (µd , σd2 ). Both µd
and σd2 scale with N in an approximate power-law fashion, and scale with the retention time t in a logarithmic
fashion. Moreover, the significance of threshold voltage
reduction induced by interface trap recovery and electron
detrapping is also proportional to the initial threshold
voltage magnitude [27], i.e., the higher the initial threshold voltage is, the faster the interface trap recovery and
electron detrapping occur and hence the larger threshold
voltage reduction will be.

2.3

C(k)
,
Ctotal

An Approximate NAND Flash Memory
Device Model

Based on the above discussions, we can approximately
model NAND flash memory device characteristics as
shown in Fig. 1. Accordingly, we can simulate memory
cell threshold voltage distribution and the corresponding
memory cell raw storage reliability. Based upon Eq.(1)
and Eq.(2), we can obtain the distortion-less threshold
voltage distribution function p p (x). Recall that p pr (x)
denotes the RTN distribution function (see Eq.(3)), and
let par (x) denote the threshold voltage distribution after incorporating RTN, which is obtained by convoluting
p p (x) and pr (x):

(4)

k
(k)

where ∆Vt represents the threshold voltage shift of one
interfering cell which is programmed after the victim

par (x) = p p (x)
3

O

pr (x).

(6)

Cell-to-cell interference is further incorporated based on
Eq.(4). To capture the inevitable process variability, we
set both the vertical coupling ratio γy and diagonal coupling ratio γxy are random variables with bounded Gaussian distributions:

(x−µc )2
 cc
−
2σc2 ,
√ ·e
if |x − µc | ≤ wc , (7)
pc (x) = σc 2π

0,
else
where µc and σc are the mean and standard deviation,
and cc is chosen to ensure the integration of this bounded
Gaussian distribution equals to 1. We set wc = 0.1µc and
σc = 0.4µc in this work.
Let pac denote the threshold voltage distribution after
incorporating cell-to-cell interference, pt (x) denote the
distribution of threshold voltage fluctuation induced by
interface trap recovery and electron detrapping, the final
threshold voltage distribution p f is obtained as
p f (x) = pac (x)

O

pt (x).

(8)
Figure 2: Simulated results to show the effects of RTN,
cell-to-cell interference, and retention noise on memory
cell threshold voltage distribution.

Example 2.1 Let us consider 2bits/cell NAND flash
memory. We set normalized σe and µe of the erased state
as 0.35 and 1.4, respectively. For the three programmed
states, we set the normalized program step voltage ∆Vpp
as 0.3, and the normalized verify voltages Vp as 2.85,
3.55 and 4.25, respectively. For the RTN distribution
function pr (x), we set the parameter λr = Kλ ·N 0.5 where
Kλ equals to 4 × 10−4 . Regarding cell-to-cell interference, according to [36, 38], we set the means of γy and
γxy as 0.08 and 0.0048, respectively. For the function
N (µd , σd2 ) to capture interface trap recovery and electron detrapping, according to [30, 31], we set that µd
scale with N 0.5 and σd2 scales with N 0.6 , and both scale
with ln(1 + t/t0 ), where t denotes the memory retention
time and t0 is an initial time and can be set as 1 hour.
In addition, as pointed out earlier, both µd and σd2 also
depend on the initial threshold voltage. Hence, we set
that both approximately scale with Ks (x − x0 ), where x is
the initial threshold voltage, and x0 and Ks are constants.
Therefore, we have


µd = Ks (x − x0 )Kd N 0.5 ln(1 + t/t0 )
,
σd2 = Ks (x − x0 )Km N 0.6 ln(1 + t/t0 )

3

System Design Adaptive to PE Cycling

From the above discussions, it is clear that NAND flash
memory cell raw storage reliability gradually degrades
with the PE cycling: During the early lifetime of memory cells (i.e., the PE cycling number N is relatively
small), the aggregated PE cycling effects are relatively
small, which leads to a relatively large memory cell storage noise margin and hence good raw storage reliability (i.e., low raw storage bit error rate); since the aggregated PE cycling effects scale with N in approximate
power-law fashions, the memory cell storage noise margin and hence raw storage reliability gradually degrade
as the PE cycling number N increases. Given the target
PE cycling endurance limit (e.g., 10K PE cycling), each
memory word-line must have enough redundant memory cells so that the corresponding ECC can ensure the
storage integrity as the PE cycling reaches the endurance
limit. Due to the memory cell raw storage reliability dynamics, the redundancy geared to the worst-case scenario
will over-protect the user data for most time throughout
the entire memory lifetime, especially at its early lifetime when memory cell operational noise margin is much
larger. This can be illustrated in Fig. 3, which clearly
suggests that the redundant memory cells are essentially
under-utilized at the memory early lifetime.
Very intuitively, we may trade such under-utilized redundancy to improve certain memory system performance metrics, which should be carried out adaptive to

(9)

where we set Ks = 0.333, x0 = 1.4, Kd = 4 × 10−4 , and
Km = 2 × 10−6 by fitting the measurement data presented
in [30, 31]. Accordingly, we carry out Monte Carlo computer simulations to obtain the cell threshold voltage distribution as shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates how RTN,
cell-to-cell interference, and retention noise affect the
threshold voltage distribution.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the under-utilized ECC redundancy before reaching PE cycling endurance limit.
the memory PE cycling. In this work, we explore this
adaptive memory system design space from two perspectives as discussed in the remainder of this section.

3.1

existing redundancy. Therefore, the existing redundancy
is always almost fully utilized, and meanwhile the dynamically increased ∆Vpp leads to higher average memory program speed. The above discussion can be further
illustrated in Fig. 4.
Although it would be ideal if the program step voltage
∆Vpp can be smoothly adjusted with a very fine granularity, the limited reference voltage accuracy in real
NAND flash memory chips may only enable the use of
a few discrete program step voltages. Assume there are
(1)
(2)
m different program step voltages, i.e., ∆Vpp > ∆Vpp >
(m)
· · · > ∆Vpp . Given the existing ECC redundancy, we
can obtain a sequence of PE cycling thresholds N0 = 0 <
N1 < · · · < Nm so that, if the run-time PE cycling number
falls into the range of [Ni−1 , Ni ), we can use the program
(i)
step voltage Vpp and still ensure the overall system data
storage integrity. If we follow the conventional design
practice where the program step voltage is fixed according to the worst-case scenario, the smallest step voltage
(m)
∆Vpp will be used throughout the entire memory lifetime. Therefore, we can estimate the average program
speed improvement over the entire memory lifetime as

Approach I: Improve Memory Program Speed

In this subsection, we elaborate on the potential of trading the under-utilized ECC redundancy to improve average memory program speed. As discussed in Section 2.1,
NAND flash memory program is carried out recursively
by sweeping over the entire memory cell threshold voltage range with a program step voltage ∆Vpp . As a result, the memory program latency is inversely proportional to ∆Vpp , which suggests that we can improve the
memory program speed by increasing ∆Vpp . However, a
larger ∆Vpp directly results in a wider threshold voltage
distribution of each programmed state, leading to less
noise margin between adjacent programmed states and
hence worse raw storage bit error rate. Therefore, there
is an inherent trade-off between memory program speed
vs. memory raw bit error rate, which can be configured
by adjusting the program step voltage ∆Vpp . Since the
memory cell noise margin is further degraded by the PE
cycling effects as discussed above, a given ∆Vpp will result in different noise margin (hence different raw storage
bit error rate) as memory cells undergo different amount
of PE cycling.
In current design practice, ∆Vpp is fixed and its value is
sufficiently small so that the ECC can tolerate the worstcase memory raw storage bit error rate as the PE cycling
reaches its endurance limit. As a result, the memory
program speed remains largely unchanged while the raw
storage bit error rate gradually degrades. Before the PE
cycling number reaches its endurance limit, the existing
redundancy is under-utilized as pointed out in the above.
Clearly, to eliminate such redundancy under-utilization,
we could intentionally increase the the program step voltage ∆Vpp according to the run-time PE cycling number in
such a way that the memory raw storage bit error rate is
always close to what can be maximally tolerated by the

∑m
i=1 (Ni − Ni−1 ) ·
s = 1−

3.2

Nm ·

1
(m)
∆Vpp

1
(i)
∆Vpp

.

(10)

Approach II: Improve Memory Technology Scalability

In this subsection, we elaborate on the potential of trading the under-utilized ECC redundancy to improve memory defect tolerance. With the help of very sophisticated
techniques such as double patterning [20], the decadelong 193nm photolithography has successfully pushed
NAND flash memory into the sub-30nm region. However, as the industry is striving to push the NAND flash
memory technology scaling into the sub-20nm region
by using immersion photolithography or new lithography technologies such as nanoimprint, defects in such
extremely dense memory arrays may inevitably increase.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the impact of program step voltage ∆Vpp on the program speed vs. raw storage bit error rate
trade-off.
As a result, conventional spare row/column repair techniques may become inadequate to ensure a sufficiently
high yield.
Very intuitively, the existing ECC redundancy can be
leveraged to tolerate memory defects, especially random
memory cell defects. However, if certain portion of ECC
redundancy is used for defect tolerance, it will not be
able to ensure the specified PE cycling limit, leading to
PE cycling endurance degradation. Since all the pages
in each memory block undergo the same number of PE
cycling, the worst-case page (i.e., the page contains the
most defects) in each block sets the achievable PE cycling endurance for this block. For example, assume the
existing ECC redundancy can tolerate up to 50 errors for
each page and survive up to 10K PE cycling in the absence of any memory cell defects. If the worst-case page
in one block contains 5 defective cells, then it can only
use the residual 45-error-correcting capability to tolerate memory operational noises such as PE cycling effects and cell-to-cell interference. Suppose this makes
the worst-case page can only survive up to 8K PE cycling, this block can only be erased by 8K times instead
of 10K times before risking data loss.
Clearly, if we attempt to reserve certain ECC redundancy for tolerating memory cell defects, we must
minimize the impact on overall memory PE cycling
endurance. In current design practice, NAND flash
memory uses wear-leveling to uniformly spread program/erase operations among all the memory blocks to
maximize the overall memory lifetime. Since different
memory blocks with different amount of defective memory cells can survive different number of PE cycling, uniform wear-leveling is clearly not an optimal option. Instead, we should make wear-leveling fully aware of the
different achievable PE cycling limits among different
memory blocks, which is referred to as differential wearleveling. This can be illustrated in Fig. 5: instead of uniformly distributing program/erase operations among all
the memory blocks, the differential wear-leveling schedule the program/erase operations among all the memory
blocks in proportional to their achievable PE cycling limits. As a result, we may largely improve the overall memory lifetime compared with uniform wear-leveling.

Remained Life

Endurance
Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

Early lifetime

Middle lifetime

Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

End lifetime

(a)
Remained Life

Endurance
Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

Early lifetime

Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

Block 0 Block 1 Block 2

Middle lifetime

End lifetime

(b)

Figure 5: Illustration of (a) conventional uniform wearleveling, and (b) proposed differential wear-leveling,
where the ECC is used to tolerate defective memory cells
and hence different blocks may have different achievable
PE cycling endurance.

Assume the worst-case page can at most contains M
defective memory cells, and let Pd denote the probability
that the worst-case page in one block contains d ∈ [0, M]
defective memory cells. Given the number of defective
memory cells in the worst-case page d, we can obtain
the corresponding achievable PE cycling endurance limit
N (d) , i.e., the ECC can ensure a PE cycling number up to
N (d) while tolerating d defective memory cells. Clearly,
we have N (0) > N (1) > · · · > N (M) , where N (0) is the
achievable PE cycling limit in the defect-free scenario.
Define the effective PE cycling endurance as the average
PE cycling limits of all the memory blocks. Under the
uniform wear-leveling, the memory chip can only sustain PE cycling of N (M) . Therefore, compared with the
defect-free scenario, the effective PE cycling endurance
degrades by N (0) /N (M) , which can result in a significant
memory lifetime degradation. On the other hand, under
the ideal differential wear-leveling, each block can reach
its own PE cycling limit as illustrated in Fig. 5, hence
(d)
the effective PE cycling endurance will be ∑M
d=0 Pd · N ,
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representing the improvement of
(d)
∑M
d=0 Pd · N
(M)
N

flash memory retention time is fixed as 1 year throughout
all the studies in this work.
In this section, we first present trace-based simulation
results to demonstrate how the first design approach can
reduce the overall request response time and hence improve SSD speed performance. Then, we present analysis results to demonstrate the second design approach
by assuming memory cell defects follow Poisson distribution. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness when
these two approaches are combined together to improve
SSD speed performance in the presence of memory cell
defects.

(11)

over the uniform wear-leveling. We note that this design approach can be combined with the one presented in
Section 3.1 to improve average memory program speed
in the presence of memory cell defects. Given the number of defective memory cells d and the set of m pro(i)
gram step voltage ∆Vpp for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we can obtain a
set of PE cycling thresholds N0d = 0 < N1d < · · · < Nmd ,
i.e., if present PE cycling number falls into the range of
(d)
(d)
(i)
[Ni−1 , Ni ), we can use the program step voltage ∆Vpp
and meanwhile ensure the tolerance to d defective memory cells. Therefore, for the blocks whose worst-case
page contains d defective memory cells, the average program speed improvement is
d
d
∑m
i=1 (Ni − Ni−1 ) ·

sd = 1 −

Nmd ·

1
(m)
∆Vpp

1
(i)
∆Vpp

.

4.1

In the baseline scenario with the parameters listed in Example 2.1, the normalized program step voltage ∆Vpp is
0.3. As discussed in Section 3.1, we can use larger-thanworst-case ∆Vpp over the memory lifetime to improve
memory program speed by exploiting the memory device wear-out dynamics. In this work, we assume that
memory chip voltage generators can increase ∆Vpp with a
step of 0.05, hence we consider four different normalized
(1)
(2)
(1)
values: ∆Vpp = 0.45, ∆Vpp = 0.4, ∆Vpp = 0.35, and
(4)
∆Vpp = 0.3. By carrying out Monte Carlo simulations
without changing the other memory model parameters,
we have that these four different program step voltages
can survive up to N1 = 2710, N2 = 4820, N3 = 7500, and
N4 = 10000 PE cycling, respectively, under the retention
time of 1 year. Therefore, according to Eq.(10), the average NAND flash memory program speed can be improved by 18% compared with the baseline scenario. We
further carried out DiskSim-based simulations to investigate how such improved memory program speed can reduce the SSD average response time (incorporating both
write and read request response time) for different traces
under different system configurations. We set that the
2bit/cell NAND flash memory program latency as 600µs
when the normalized program step voltage ∆Vpp is 0.3,
on-chip memory sensing latency as 30µs, and erase time
as 3ms.
In this study, we consider the use of 4 and 8 parallel
packages. Fig. 6 compares the normalized SSD average
response time when using 4 and 8 parallel packages, respectively, where we set ∆Vpp as 0.3. It shows that using
more parallel packages can directly improve SSD speed
performance, which can be intuitively justified. Fig. 7(a)
and Fig. 7(b) show the normalized SSD average response
time under the 4 different normalized program step voltage ∆Vpp for all the 6 traces when the SSD contains 4 and
8 parallel packages, respectively. We use the first-come
first-serve (FCFS) scheduling scheme in the simulations.
Compared with the baseline scenario with ∆Vpp = 0.3,
the average response time can be reduced by up to ∼50%

(12)

The overall average program speed improvement can be
further estimated as ∑M
i=1 Pi · si .

4

Improve SSD Speed Performance

Evaluation Results

We carried out simulations and analysis to future demonstrate the effectiveness of the above two simple design approaches and their combination. To carry out
trace-based simulations, we use the SSD module [3] in
DiskSim [8], and use 6 workload traces including Iozone
and Postmark [3], Finance1 and Finance2 from [1], and
Trace1 and Trace2 from [16]. The simulator can support the use of several parallel packages that can work
in parallel to improve the SSD throughput. Each package contains 2 dies that share an 8-bit I/O bus and a
number of common control signals, and each die contains 4 planes and each plane contains 2048 blocks. Each
block contains 64 4KB pages, each of which consists of
8 512B sectors. Following the version 2.1 of the Open
NAND Flash Interface (ONFI) [2], we set the NAND
flash chip interface bus frequency as 200MB/s. Regarding the ECC, we assume that binary (n, k, t) BCH
codes are being used, where n is the codeword length,
k is the user data length (i.e., 512B in this study), and
t is the error-correcting capability. We consider the use
of 2bit/cell NAND flash memory, and set the baseline
2bit/cell NAND flash memory using the equivalent memory channel model parameters presented in Example 2.1
in Section 2.4, for which a (4798, 4096, 54) BCH code
can ensure a PE cycling endurance limit of 10K under the
retention time of 1 year. We note that the target NAND
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Figure 7: Simulated normalized average response time when the SSD contains (a) 4 parallel packages, and (b) 8
parallel packages.
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allelism from 4 to 8, the overall response time reduction consistently reduces over all the traces. This can be
explained as follows: As the SSD contains more parallel packages, the increased architecture-level parallelism
will directly improve SSD speed performance, as illustrated in Fig. 6. As a result, this will make the improvement on the device-level program speed become relatively less significant with respect to the improvement
of overall system speed performance.
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Figure 6: Comparison of normalized SSD average response time with 4 and 8 parallel packages (∆Vpp = 0.3).
with 4 parallel packages and up to ∼40% with 8 parallel
packages. The results show that the use of larger program
step voltage can consistently improve SSD speed performance under different number of parallel packages.
Given the PE cycling thresholds Ni for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as
presented in the above, the NAND flash memory should
(i)
employ the program step voltage ∆Vpp when the present
PE cycling number falls into [Ni−1 , Ni ), where N0 is
set to 0. Therefore, based on the the simulation results
shown in Fig. 7, we can obtain the overall SSD average
response time reduction compared with the baseline scenario, as shown in Fig. 8. It shows that this proposed
design approach can noticeably improve the overall SSD
speed performance. Intuitively, those traces with higher
write request ratios (e.g., Iozone, Trace1, and Trace2)
tend to benefit more from this design approach, as shown
in Fig. 8. In addition, as we increase the package par-

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Finance1 Finance2 Postmark Iozone

Trace1

Trace2

Figure 8: Overall SSD average response time reduction
compared with the baseline scenario when using 4 and 8
parallel packages.
In the above simulations, the FCFS scheduling scheme
has been used. To study the sensitivity of this design approach to different scheduling schemes, we repeat the
above simulations using two other popular scheduling
schemes including ELEVATOR and SSTF (shortest seek
time first) [43]. Fig. 9 shows the overall SSD average
8

12000

response time reduction compared with the baseline scenario, where the SSD contains 4 parallel packages. The
results show the proposed design approach can consistently improve overall SSD speed performance under different scheduling schemes.
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Figure 10: Achievable PE cycling endurance under different value of defective memory cells in the worst-case
page.
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cycling endurance is simply N (d) when d = M (λ ) . When
the proposed differential wear-leveling is being used, the
effective PE cycling endurance is
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Figure 9: Overall SSD average response time reduction compared with the baseline scenario under different
scheduling schemes.

M (λ )

∑
d=0

4.2

4

20%

λ k e−λ
· N (d) ,
k!

(13)

for a given mean λ . Fig. 11 shows the effective PE cycling endurance when these two different wear-leveling
schemes are being used under different value of λ . The
results show that the proposed differential wear-leveling
can noticeably improve the effective PE cycling en-

Improve Defect Tolerance

To demonstrate the proposed design approach for improving memory defect tolerance, we assume that the
number of defective memory cells in each worst-case
page follows a Poisson distribution that is widely used
to model defects in integrated circuits. Therefore, under the Poisson-based distribution model, the probability
that the worst-case page in each block contains d defeck e−λ
tive memory cells is f (k; λ ) = λ k!
, where the parameter λ is the mean of the number of defective memory
cells in each worst-case page. Given the parameter λ ,
we find the value M so that ∑M
i=0 f (i; λ ) ≥ 0.999, and
assume that any blocks whose worst-case page contains
more than M defective memory cells can be replaced by
a redundant block. In this work, we consider the mean λ
ranging from 1 to 4, and accordingly have that the maximum value of M is 12.
Using the baseline NAND flash memory model parameters as listed in Example 2.1, we can obtain the
achievable PE cycling limit N (d) for each d, i.e., we use
the (4798, 4096, 54) BCH code to tolerate d defective
memory cells and meanwhile use its residual (54 − d)error-correcting capability to ensure a PE cycling endurance limit of N (d) under the retention time of 1 year.
Fig. 10 shows the achievable PE cycling limit N (d) with
d ranging from 0 to 12. Under different value of mean
λ , we have different value of M, denoted as M (λ ) . When
the uniform wear-leveling is being used, the effective PE

Differential wear-leveling with defects

Normalized Effective Endurance

Uniform wear-leveling with defects
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
No
Defects

λ=1

λ=2

λ=3

λ=4

Figure 11: Effective PE cycling endurance when using
uniform wear-leveling and differential wear-leveling under different value of λ .
durance and hence SSD lifetime compared with uniform
wear-leveling. As the defects density increases (i.e., λ
9

increases), the gain of differential wear-leveling over uniform wear-leveling will accordingly improve (i.e., from
about 10% improvement at λ = 1 to about 30% improvement at λ = 4).

4.3

trace, as shown in Fig. 7. Recall that, when the PE cy(d)
(d)
cling number falls into the range [Ni−1 , Ni ), we can use
(i)

the program step voltage ∆Vpp , and the baseline scenario
(4)
fixes the program step voltage as ∆Vpp = 0.3 throughout
the entire memory lifetime. Therefore, we can calculate
the overall SSD average response time reduction over the
baseline scenario for each trace as

Combination of the Two Design Approaches

As discussed earlier, we can combine the proposed two
design approaches in order to improve SSD speed performance when ECC is also used to tolerate defective memory cells. Following the discussions in Section 4.2, we
assume that the number of defective memory cells in the
worst-case page has a Poisson distribution and consider
the cases when the mean λ ranges from 1 to 4. Following the discussions in Section 4.1, beyond the normalized program step voltage ∆Vpp of 0.3 in the baseline scenario, we consider three larger values of ∆Vpp , including
(1)
(2)
0.35, 0.4, and 0.45. Denote ∆Vpp = 0.45, ∆Vpp = 0.4,
(3)
(4)
∆Vpp = 0.35, and ∆Vpp = 0.3. Given the memory cell
defects number d and the (4798, 4096, 54) BCH code
being used, we can obtain a set of PE cycling thresholds N0d = 0 < N1d < · · · < N4d so that, if present PE cy(d)
(d)
cling number falls into the range of [Ni−1 , Ni ), we can

12

∑ f (d; λ )
d=0
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,

(14)

N4 · τ4

Related Work

NAND flash memory system design has attracted many
recent attentions, where most work focused on improving system speed performance and endurance. Dirik and
Jacob [16] studied the effect on SSD system speed performance by changing various SSD system parallelism
and concurrency at different levels such as the numbers
of planes on each channel and the number of channels,
and compared various existing disk access scheduling algorithms. Agrawal et al. [3] analyzed the effect of page
size, striping and interleaving policy on the memory system performance, and proposed a conception of gang as a
higher-level “superblock” to facilitate SSD system-level
parallelism configurations. Min and Nam [32] developed
several NAND flash memory performance enhancement
techniques such as write request interleaving. Seong
et al. [37] applied bus-level and chip-level interleaving
to exploit the inherent parallelism in multiple flash memory chips to improve the SSD speed performance. The
authors of [11,13] applied adaptive bank scheduling policies to achieve an even distribution of write request and
load balance to improve system speed performance.
Wear-leveling is used to improve NAND flash memory endurance. Gal and Toledo [18] surveyed many
patented and published wear-leveling algorithms and
data structures for NAND flash memory. Ben-Aroya
and Toledo [5] more quantitatively evaluated different
wear-leveling algorithms, including both on-line and
off-line algorithms. The combination of wear-leveling
and garbage collection and the involved design tradeoffs have been investigated by many researchers, e.g.,
see [12, 14, 22, 23, 44]. In current design practice, defect
tolerance has been mainly realized by bad block management that run-time monitors and disables the future
use of blocks with defects. Traditional redundant repair
can also be used to compensate certain memory defects,

(i)

ΔVpp=0.35

(d)

− Ni−1 ) · τi

and the results are shown in Fig. 13. The results suggest
that we still can maintain a noticeable SSD speed performance improvement when ECC is also used to tolerate
defective memory cells.

use the program step voltage ∆Vpp and meanwhile ensure the tolerance of d defective memory cells. Fig. 12
shows the PE cycling thresholds when the defect number
increases from 0 to 12. The results can be intuitively justified: as the defect number increases, the residual ECC
error-correcting capability degrades, and consequently
the larger program step voltage can only be used over
a less number of PE cycling.
ΔVpp=0.3

(d)

∑4i=1 (Ni

12

Number of defects

Figure 12: PE cycling thresholds corresponding to different number of defective cells in the worst-case page
of one block.
(i)

Given each program step voltage ∆Vpp , we can obtain
the normalized SSD response time τi for each specific
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Figure 13: Overall average response time reduction over the baseline scenario under different λ when SSD contains
(a) 4 parallel packages and (b) 8 parallel packages.
dundancy to improve system speed performance and/or
tolerate defective memory cells. We further propose a
simple differential wear-leveling scheme to minimize the
impact on PE cycling endurance if the redundancy is
used to tolerate defective memory cells. To quantitatively evaluate such adaptive NAND flash memory system design strategies, we first develop an approximate
NAND flash memory device model that can capture the
effects of PE cycling on memory cell storage reliability. To evaluate the effectiveness on improving memory
system speed, we carry out extensive simulations over a
variety of traces using the DiskSim-based SSD simulator under different system configurations, and the results
show up to 32% SSD average response time reduction
can be achieved. To evaluate the effectiveness on defect tolerance, with a Poisson-based defect statics model,
we show that this design strategy can tolerate relatively
high defect rates at small degradation of effective PE cycling endurance. Finally, we show that these two aspects
can be combined together so that we could noticeably
reduce SSD average response time even in the presence
of high memory defect densities. generate the the references with alphatical order.

e.g., see [19]. In addition, a NAND flash memory device
model was presented in [33], which nevertheless does
not take into account of RTN noise and cell-to-cell interference, and the model was used to show that timedependent trap recovery can be leveraged to improve
memory endurance.
We note that most prior work on improving SSD system speed performance and/or memory endurance are
carried out mainly from architecture/system perspective
to combat flash memory device issues. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper represents the first attempt to
adaptively exploit flash memory device characteristics,
in particular PE-cycling-dependent device wear-out dynamics, at the system level to improve SSD system speed
performance and NAND flash memory scalability. The
proposed design approaches are completely orthogonal
to prior architecture/system level techniques and can be
readily combined together.

6

Conclusion

This paper investigates the potential of adaptively leveraging NAND flash memory cell wear-out dynamics to
improve memory system performance. As memory PE
cycling increases, NAND flash memory cell storage
noise margin and hence raw storage reliability accordingly degrade. Therefore, the specified PE cycling endurance limit determines the worst-case raw memory
storage reliability, which further sets the amount of redundant memory cells that must be fabricated. Motivated
by the fact that such worst-case oriented redundancy is
essentially under-utilized over the entire memory lifetime, especially when the PE cycling number is relatively
small, this paper proposes to trade such under-utilized re-
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